Handlist no 35

JOHN MACMURRAY PAPERS

Gen. 2162  (4 boxes)  (Master negative microfilm at Mic.Dup. 668-670)
E.2003.36  (1 copy of notebook)

Gen 2162/1  [on Mic. Dup. 668.]

1. Lists of contents, compiled at various times, on which this handlist is based. c.28pp.
5. The Threefold Root of Western Civilisation. [Lecture.] MS. 16pp. n.d.
11. MS of above. 25pp. n.d.
13. In my opinion: Beyond Nationality. 5 pp. n.d., but delivered during World War II.
17. A Philosopher looks at Human Relations. [Conference address at the University of Edinburgh, Sunday, 26 August 1945.] Typescript. 16pp.


23. Subject and Agent (Cogito ergo sum). Typescript. 18pp. n.d.


Gen. 2162/2 [Items 1-23 are on Mic. Dip. 668; 24-55 are on Mic. Dup. 669.]

1. Social Philosophy. [Not found in box 30 April 2012]


3. Five exercise books:
   1. The Ideology of Modern Democracy. c.28pp.
   2. Industrial Democracy and Culture, I-II. c.28pp.


5. The Conception of Society, VII. [Aristotelian Society meeting, 74 Grosvenor Street, London, Monday 16 March 1931 at 8 pm.] Offprint (pp. 127-142). (2 copies).


9. Is a Democratic Culture Possible? Typescript. 9pp. n.d.


14. Carrying on in Britain. [Dunning Trust Lecture given at Queen’s University, Kingston, Ontario, Canada, 1949.] Typescript. 9pp.


17. Reconstruction and World Revolution. MS. 12pp. Undated but during World War II.


22. Freedom and Authority in the Modern World II: Personality, Freedom and Authority. BBC transcript of a broadcast on Tuesday October 9 1934, 7.30-8pm. Typescript. 10pp.


25. 4 issues of the *Quaker Monthly*, (vol. 43, nos 5-8, May-August 1964) containing articles from BBC talks broadcast during Lent 1964. 64pp.


33. Church and State, I and IV. Typescript. 21pp. n.d.

34. Church and State II: the Church and the Roman Empire; III, Church and State in the Middle Ages. Printed. From an unidentified periodical. n.d. 6pp.


42. The Contemporary Task of Religion. 3 lectures. MS. n.d.
   I: The nature of religion. 18pp.
   II: The function of religion in general. 18pp.
   III: The function of religion today. 17pp.

43. The Conflict of Religion and Science. MS. 19pp. n.d.


46. Reason in Religion. MS. 17pp. n.d.

47. The Spiritual, Moral and Social Conditions of the New Order for which we hope. [Address.] MS. 12pp. n.d. but during World War II.


   1) The start of a journey.
   2) The classics and the Bible.
   3) The challenge of science.
   4) Communism and Christianity.
   5) Nationalism: a counter religion.
   6) Religion and personal relationships.
   7) Retrospect and prospect.

51. ‘Ye are my friends’. Sermon given at King’s College Aberdeen? Printed pamphlet. 4pp. n.d.

52. The Basis of Religious Life Today. Typescript. 18pp. n.d.

53. Here I Stand. Typescript. 10pp. n.d.

55. Sermon preached in King’s College Chapel, Aberdeen, January 28 1945. 11pp.

Gen. 2162/3 [Items 1-32 are on Mic. Dup. 669; 31-34 are on Mic. Dup. 670.]


10. Science and Objectivity. Article (pp.7-16), from an unidentified periodical. Printed.


12. Blue folder labelled “American Lectures”, containing loose MS pages on miscellaneous topics, for example, Celebration of Communion, The Present Social Revolution, Mother and Child, Time and the Scientists. Index at end. c90pp. n.d.


   1. The locus of the problem.
   5. The firmal nature of evil.


20. Notes on Political Theory: Bosanquet; Political Theory of the State and Giercke; Political Theories of the Middle Ages. Dated 6 December 1922. MS (On University of Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, notepaper.) 10pp.


23. Folder of (unfinished) tables of parallel developments in politics, social and economic life, philosophy, literature, drama, philosophy and theology, between 1800-1900. MS. c25pp. n.d.


26. Life and Writings of Immanuel Kant. MS, unfinished. 81pp. n.d.


28. Another copy of above.


34. Sermon preached in St Mary’s Chapel, University of St Andrews. c.34pp.

Gen 2162/4 [on Mic. Dup. 670.]

1. First ordinary Moral Philosophy class. 44 Lectures. Typescript. 59pp. n.d.


3. Ethics. Lecture notes in red folder. MS. 51pp. n.d.

4. Notebook containing notes and extracts from books regarding the background of Greek philosophy. MS. c.50pp. n.d.


a) The Abuse of Language in Logic. 6pp.
c) Language as Communication. 12pp.

Overall in MS 2162/104
: c. 3806pp

**E2003.36**
(CLX-A-505)

Notebook (copy) containing a journal covering 1909 (parts of year) to 1913 (parts of year).